Egor Guscha

SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Mob: +375 29 37-37-303
Email: forcejmage@gmail.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/egor-gushcha

WORK BACKGROUND

Software Engineer (Middle)

Software Engineer (Senior)

FREELANCE
04/2017 - 08/2019

TWINSLASH
06/2021 - present
Achievements/Tasks:
- Migrate all code base from MUI4 to MUI5
- Setup project config: formatting, building, envs
- Setup AWS S3 bucket with Cloudflare to avoid duplicating assets
between several apps
- Reduction in first load js with nextjs on ~35%
- Re-create auth approach what reduce a lot of requests to backend
hence
- Setup CI/CD pipeline using github actions
- In short time finished critical feature what made it possible to get
next investment round
Projects:
Fixefy - AI automation platform for supply chain reconciliations
boosts supply chain teams with deep insight from endless data
points scattered across their operations. Details under the NDA.

Achievements/Tasks:
- Project development from scratch
- Stylization of application components, support for displays of
different resolutions
- Planning and execution of iterative refactoring, without disrupting
system performance
- Support, updating, writing documentation
- Tasks completion in a timely manner
- Development of new functionality, using new practices Control of
updating of used libraries

EDUCATION
Gomel State Technical University named after
BY. Sukhoi
BACHELOR, 2019

Software Engineer (Strong Middle)
REDNAVIS
09/2019 - 06/2020
Achievements/Tasks:
- In short term implemented UI configurator based on DnD what
greatly accelerated the release of the demo
- Built project from scratch using AtomicDesign and Feature Sliced
apporach, what allowed new developers understand the code base
- Created chrome extension for analytics requested from the
customer
Projects:
1. Automation Hero. Robin
Attended automations are delivered via Robin for easier adoption
and customization. Robin also serves as a human-AI feedback loop
to continuously improve business processes.
2. Automation Hero. Flow Studio
Flow Studio empowers developers to design intelligent solutions to
the challenges they face every day, without writing a single line of
code.

All coding skills were learnt from courses and
self learning

HARD SKILLS
Skills
JavaScript/TypeScript, HTML, CSS(Flex, Grid), React(a lot of react
libraries MUI, emotion, styled-components and etc ), effector(core
team member), redux, redux-saga/thunk, nodejs, AWS, github
actions, cloudflare, serverless, GraphQL, Apollo, Express, Koa,
jest,enzyme, chai, mocha, webpack, vite, parcel, nextjs

Languages
Russian — Native
English — В1, Professional Working Proficiency

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
I have 4+ years of experience in web development. I'm currently working as a front-end engineer and periodically backend. Apart from
that, I managed large developer teams (20+ people). I was responsible for the UI architecture, optimization of apps, testing, building,
front-ops, and DevOps. My experience includes:
Developing complex web applications with frequently changeable requirements.
Building from the scratch apps like AgGrid with additional functionality.
Elaborating dashboards for FinTech projects.
From the backend, I have experience in building projects on AWS.
I fully dedicate myself to the project and precisely analyze its processes because my further actions are based on the analysis results.
Building state-of-the-art, easy-to-use, user-friendly web applications are genuinely my passion, and I am lucky I have discovered my
dream job at such an early stage of life. Currently, I'm working on my private project, open-source(effector), besides being interested in
technologies, UI/UX, best practices, and reading the libs code to know how it works.

REFERENCES
LORENC ESTREFI (JUNE 2020, DIRECT MANAGER)
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER at MISTER SPEX
Rarely in my career I've met someone like Egor , he is smart and efficient.
I worked with him for several months and he was always able to address issues and come up with ideas.
If he keeps going like this any company will be happy to have him.
He is for sure a rare talent.

ARTHUR K. (MAY 2020, TEAM MEMBERS)
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER at AUTOMATION HERO INC
Egor is a good engineer with a hands-on experience in designing and creating a highly loaded Front-end applications.
Great team player with a good understanding of the Agile methodologies.
So if you are looking for a really good engineer I would strongly recommend him.

